We develop a family of techniques to align word embeddings which are derived from different source datasets or created using different mechanisms (e.g., GloVe or word2vec). Our methods are simple and have a closed form to optimally rotate, translate, and scale to minimize root mean squared errors or maximize the average cosine similarity between two embeddings of the same vocabulary into the same dimensional space. Our methods extend approaches known as Absolute Orientation, which are popular for aligning objects in three-dimensions, and generalize an approach by Smith etal (ICLR 2017). We prove new results for optimal scaling and for maximizing cosine similarity. Then we demonstrate how to evaluate the similarity of embeddings from different sources or mechanisms, and that certain properties like synonyms and analogies are preserved across the embeddings and can be enhanced by simply aligning and averaging ensembles of embeddings.
in unison with the embedded data. Indeed Euclidean distance is the only metric on d-dimensional vectors that is rotation invariant.
The intrinsic nature of these embeddings and their properties adds flexibility that can also be a hinderance. In particular, we can embed the same dataset into R d using two approaches, and these structures cannot be used across datasets. Or two data sets can both be embedded into R d by the same embedding mechanism, but again the substructures do not transfer over. That is, the same notions of similarity or linear substructures may live in both embeddings, but have different meaning with respect to the coordinates and geometry. This makes it difficult to compare approaches; the typical way is to just measure a series of accuracy scores, for instance in recovering synonyms [17, 23] . However, these single performance scores do not allow deeper structural comparisons.
Another issue is that it becomes challenging (or at least messier) to build ensembles structures or embeddings. For instance, some groups have built word vector embeddings for enormous datasets (e.g., GloVe embedding using 840 billion tokens from Common Crawl, or the word2vec embedding using 100 billion tokens of Google News), which costs at least tens of thousands of dollars in cloud processing time. Given several such embeddings, how can these be combined to build a new single better embedding without revisiting that processing expense? How can a new (say smaller or specialized) data set from a slightly different domain use a larger high-accuracy embedding?
Our approach. In this paper we provide a simple closed form method to optimally align two embeddings. These methods find optimal rotation (technically an orthogonal transformation) of one dataset onto another, and can also solve for the optimal scaling and translation. They are optimal in the sense that they minimize the sum of squared errors under the natural Euclidean distance between all pairs of common data points, or they can maximize the average cosine similarity.
The methods we consider are easy to implement, and are based on 3-dimensional shape alignment techniques common in robotics and computer vision called "absolute orientation." We observe that these approaches extend to arbitrary dimensions d; the same solution for the optimal orthogonal transformation was also recently re-derived by Smith et al. [35] .
In this paper, we also show that an approach to choose the optimal scaling of one dataset onto another [16] does not affect the optimal choice of rotation. Hence, the choice of translation, rotation, and scaling can all be derived with simple closed form operations.
We then apply these methods to align various types of word embeddings, providing new ways to compare, translate, and build ensembles of them. We start by aligning data sets to themselves with various types of understandable noise; this provides a method to calibrate the error scores reported in other settings. We also demonstrate how these aligned embeddings perform on various synonym and analogy tests, whereas without alignment the performance is very poor. The results with scaling, translation, and weighting all consistently improve upon the results for only translation as advocated by Smith et al. [35] .
Moreover, we show that we can boost embeddings, showing improved resulted when aligning various embeddings, and taking simple averages of the embedded words from different data sets. The results from these boosted embeddings provide the best known results for various analogy and synonym tests. It also hints that many other domains may benefit from directly boosting their embeddings with word embeddings found from very large text corpuses.
Other Applications. We highlight a few other applications we may be served by this alignment, comparison, and boosting mechanisms that we have designed and demonstrate the effectiveness.
1. Common Crawl is one of the largest textual data sources available. It consistently gets updated to include the ever increasing data on the internet. Each of these datasets is over 800B tokened and extracting embeddings from these can be computationally expensive. However, extracting embeddings from the additional data not included in the previous update of Common Crawl should be significantly less expensive. Aligning an embedding from just the new data, and performing a weighted average with the older larger one may work as well or better than the embedding made from scratch.
2. This approach may also help with specialized data. Consider data from scientific journals only, or from a dump of bio medical terms. These embeddings would be very specific and each words would have a specific word sense based on the domain. Orienting these along the gigantic corpus can enrich the specific domain related regions on the larger embedding.
3. Tags and phrases in English can be single words or a string of words. Orienting an embedding of tags/phrases along say Common Crawl using an intersection of the single words in the two datasets can help place multi-worded tags or phrases around words related to them. This can help derive meaning from random or unknown phrases. Images too come with a set of tags. So orienting a set of tags can help orient images meaningfully among words.
4. Using this method we can orient heterogenous embeddings derived from a variety of methods e.g. for graphs including node2vec [12] or DeepWalk [26] , and others [5, 11, 7] , images [19, 2] , and for kernel methods [27, 28] . For instance, RDF data can contain shorthand query phrases like 'president children spouse' which answers the question 'who are the spouses and children of presidents?' Using point 3, we see how we can beneficially orient these along word embeddings from Common Crawl. All heterogenous networks have a mixture of node types. If there is an intersection of some nodes (and node types) between any two embeddings (heterogenous or homogenous), we can orient them using AbsoluteOrientationmeaningfully.
5.
Customer data from different years and iterations of data collection are embedded using different features (such as income bracket, credit score, location etc depending on the company). Using common customers over the year, new users can be added meaningfully to the embedding and inferred about, without having to embed all of the data. Embedding the same users from different years and orienting them can also help deduce the change in their features over time.
In all, there are many applications where as data is updated, specialized, or diversified, the family of techniques we propose can be used to analyze, enhance, and combine the power of these embeddings.
Absolute Orientation and Relatives
In many classic computer vision and shape analysis problems, a common problem is the alignment of two (often 3-dimensional) shapes. The most clean form of this problem starts with two points sets A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } and B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n }, each of size n, where each a i corresponds with b i (for all i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n). Generically we can say each a i , b i ∈ R d (without restricting d), but as mentioned the focus of this work was typically restricted to d = 3 or d = 2. Then the standard goal was to find a rigid transformation -a translation t ∈ R d and rotation R ∈ SO(d) -to minimize the root mean squared error (RMSE). An equivalent formulation is to solve for the sum of squared errors as
For instance, this is one of the two critical steps in the well-known iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [3, 6] . In the 1980s, several closed form solutions to this problem were discovered; their solutions were referred to as solving absolute orientation. The most famous approach by Horn [16] uses unit quaternions. However, this approach seems to have been known earlier [9] , and other techniques using rotation matrices and the SVD [13, 1] , rotation matrices and an eigen-decomposition [33, 32] , and dual number quaternions [37] , have also been discovered. In 2 or 3 dimensions, all of these approaches take linear (i.e., O(n)) time, and in practice have roughly the same run time [8] .
In this document, we focus on the SVD-based approach of Hanson and Norris [13] , since it is clear, has an easy analysis, and unlike the quaternion-based approaches which only work for d = 3, generalizes to any dimension d. This approach, described in Algorithm 2.1, decouples the translation from the rotation; they can be for solved independently. In particular, this approach first finds the meansā = 1 n n i=1 a i andb = 1 n n i=1 b i of each data set. Then it creates centered versions of those data setsÂ ← (A,ā) and B ← (B,b). Next we need to compute the RMSE-minimizing rotation (all rotations are then considered around the origin) on centered data setsÂ andB. First compute the sum of outer products H = n i=1b T iâ i , which is a d × d matrix. We emphasizeâ i andb i are row vectors, so this is an outer product, not an inner product. Next take the singular value decomposition of H so [U, S, V T ] = svd(H), and the ultimate rotation is R = U V T . We can create the rotated version of B asB =BR so we rotate each point asb i =b i R. Technically, this may allow R to include mirror flips, in addition to rotations. These can be detected (if the last singular value is negative) and factored out by multiplying by a near-identity matrix R = U I − V T where I − is identity, except the last term is changed to −1. We ignore this issue in this paper, and henceforth consider orthogonal matrices R ∈ O(d) (all d × d orthogonal matrices, which includes mirror flips) instead of just rotations R ∈ SO(d) (the d × d special orthogonal group). For simpler nomenclature, we still refer to R as a "rotation."
A large focus of this paper will be evaluating the variant outlined in Algorithm 2.2 that only aligns with the optimal "rotation" over O(d) as
This restricted form of Hanson and Norris's Absolute Orientation algorithm [13] was recently rediscovered by Smith et al. [35] for aligning word embeddings for different languages. We typically do not advocate the translation step for two reasons. First, this effectively changes the origin and hence the inner products. Second, we observe the effect of translation is usually small, and does not consistently improve performance.
Algorithm 2.2 AO-Rotation(A, B)
Compute the sum of outer products
We discuss here a few other variants of this algorithm which take into account translation and scaling between A and B. Note that the rotation R and translation t = −b +ā derived within this Algorithm 2.1 are not exactly the optimal (R * , t * ) desired in formulation (1) . This is because the order these are applied, and the point that the data set is rotated around is different. In formulation (1) the rotation is about the origin, but the dataset is not centered there, as it is in Algorithm 2.1.
Translations.
To compare with the use of also optimizing for the choice of translations in the transformation, we formally describe this procedure here. In particular, we can decouple rotations and translations, so to clarify the discrepancy between Algorithm 2.1 and equation (1), we use a modified version of the above procedure. In particular, we first center all data sets,Â ← A andB ← B, and henceforth can know that they are already aligned by the optimal translation. Then, once they are both centered, we can then call AO-Rotation(Â,B). This is written explicitly and self-contained in Algorithm 2.3.
Scaling. In some settings, it makes sense to align data sets by scaling one of them to fit better with the other, formulated as
In addition to the choices of translation and rotation, the optimal choice of scaling can also be decoupled.
Horn et al. [16] introduced two mechanisms for solving for a scaling that minimizes RMSE. Assuming the optimal rotation R * has already been applied to obtainB, then a closed form solution for scaling is
The sketch for Absolute Orientation with scaling, is in Algorithm 2.4.
The steps of rotation, scaling and translation fit together to give us Algorithm 2.5. 
Horn et al. [16] presented an alternative closed form choice of scaling s which minimizes RMSE, but under a slightly different situation. In this alternate formulation, A must be scaled by 1/s and B by s, so the new scaling is somewhere in the (geometric) middle of that for A and B. We found this formulation less intuitive, since the RMSE is dependent on the scale of the data, and in this setting the new scale is aligned with neither of the data sets. However, Horn et al. [16] only showed that the choice of optimal scaling is invariant from the rotation in the second (less intuitive) variant. We present a proof that this rotation invariance also holds for the first variant. The proof uses the structure of the SVD-based solution for optimal rotation, with which Horn et al. may not have been familiar. Proof. We analyze the SVD-based approach we use to solve for the new optimal rotation. Since we can change the order of multiplication operations of sb i R, i.e. scale then rotate, we can consider first applying s * to B, and then re-solving for the optimal rotation. DefineB = s * B, so eachb i = s * b i . Now to complete the proof, we show that the optimal rotationŘ derived from A andB is the same as was derived from A and B.
Computing the outer product sumȞ = n i=1b
, since all of the scaling is factored into the S matrix. Then since the two orthogonal matricesǓ = U andV = V are unchanged, we have that the resulting rotationŘ =ǓV T = U V T = R is also unchanged.
Preserving Inner Products. While Euclidean distance is a natural measure to preserve under a set of transformations, many word vector embeddings are evaluated or accessed by Euclidean inner product operations. It is natural to ask if our transformations also maximizes the sum of inner products of the aligned vectors. Or, does it minimize the sum of cosine similarity: the sum of inner products of normalized vectors. Indeed we observe that AO-Rotation(A, B) results in a rotationR = argmax
, then the rotation maximizes the sum of cosine similarities
Proof. From Hanson and Norris [13] we know AO-Rotation(B) finds a rotation R * so
Expanding this equation we find
Since a i 2 and b i R 2 = b i 2 are properties of the dataset and do not depend on the choice of R and as desired
If all a i , b i are normalized, then R does not change the norm
and hence, as desired,
Several evaluations of word vector embeddings focus on cosine similarity, so it suggests first normalizing all vectors a i ∈ A and b i ∈ B before performing AO-Rotation(A, B), as in Algorithm 2.6. However, we found this does not empirically work as well. The rational is that vectors with larger norm tend to have less noise and are supported by more data. So the unnormalized alignment effectively weights the importance of aligning the inner products of these vectors more in the sum, and this leads to a more stable method. Hence, in general, we do not recommend this normalization preprocessing.
Algorithm 2.6 AO-Normalized(A, B)
But the relative instability of the normalized variant leads us to discuss another variant of AO-Rotation, called AO+Weighted, where we scale each vector up by its norm when solving for the optimal rotation (as opposed to scaling down when normalizing). This is based on the idea that the stability of a vector should influence its effect on the optimal rotation. This stability is reflected in the number of times a word appears in the text and consequentially, in the norm of the vector.
Alternately, we also scale up the centered version of AO-Centered+Scalingto compare the effects of weighting versus translation and scaling.
Algorithm 2.7 AO+Weighted(A, B)
Compute the scaled sum of outer products
Related Approaches
As mentioned Smith et al. [35] use Algorithm 2.2 to align word2vec word embeddings on English and Italian corpuses, and show that this simple approach is effective in translation. Our work can be seen as building on this, in that we show how to interpret the intrinsic accuracy of such an alignment, how to align word vector corpuses created by different mechanisms, and when to use which variant of the closed form solutions. Additionally, we confirm some of their translation results and show that it extends to when the embedding mechanisms for the different language corpuses are not the same (e.g., one by word2vec and one by GloVe).
There are several other methods in the literature which attempt to jointly compute embeddings of datasets so that they are aligned, for instance in jointly embedding corpuses in multiple languages [14, 22] . The goal of the approaches we study is to circumvent these more complex joint alignments.
A couple of very recent papers propose methods to align embeddings after their construction, but focus on affine transformations, as opposed to the more restrictive but distance preserving rotations of our method. Bollegala et al. [4] uses gradient descent, for parameter γ, to directly optimize
Another approach, by Sahin et al. [31] , is Low Rank Alignment (LRA) which is an extension of aligning manifolds using LLE [36] . This approach has a 2-step but closed form solution to find an affine transformation applied to both embeddings simultaneously so as to project the two embeddings to a joint manifold space. The closed form solution is produced using the eigenvectors of the sum of the Laplacian and Gram matrix of the two datasets. So, if A and B are the two embeddings, and C is the correspondence matrix between A and B, where,
Then the two datasets are embedded into a joint d-dimensional space and represented by F = F A F B where ith row of F A is the embedding of a i and the jth row of F B is the embedding of b j [36] . The matrix F is obtained by a 2 step algorithm, where first, for each dataset A and B, a reconstruction matrix M A and M B is obtained by minimizing the loss function, for an appropriate choice of λ,
These have a closed form solution. Then, with block matrix
Now let µ be an appropriate hyperparameter, the embedding F is obtained by minimizing
where f t is the tth row of F , and this formulation also has a closed form. This approach is heuristic and also finds an affine transformation (encoded in M ), not restricted to distance-preserving rotations as our approach. Moreover, it is not clear how to apply this transformation to a new point not in the original sets A and B, for instance if we split the data into a train and test set from the union of A and B. Also, it requires an eigendecomposition of a dense n × n matrix (intractable when n = 100,000 or in some cases millions), where ours only requires O(nd) preprocessing and a decomposition of a d × d matrix, where d = 300 or so, making LRA far less scalable.
Neither approach directly optimizes for the optimal transformation, and requires regularization parameters; this implies if embeddings start far apart, they remain further apart than if they start closer. Moreover, both find affine transformations M over R d×d , not a rotation over the non-convex O(d) as does our approach. This changes the Euclidean distance found in the original embedding to a Mahalanobis distance that will change the order of nearest neighbors under Euclidian and cosine distance.
In contrast, just allowing the optimization to choose a scaling also changes the distance, but retains the ordering. The ordering of inner products also is unchanged. Hence, similarly embedded words are still embedded similarly under such a transformation: the k-nearest neighbors are retained, and the ratios between distances remains the same with a single uniform scaling.
Word Embedding Techniques and Data Sets
We first discuss the data and the different embedding mechanisms used to extract the embeddings for various experiments.
Different Word Embeddings
Given some textual data, there are several ways of extracting a distributed vector representation or an embedding for the words in the data. Our default approach will be GloVe [4] , which is prediction based. We also consider word2vec [23, 21] , the other most common prediction-based approach, using the Gensim [29] implementation. Third, we use the counting-based embedding RAW, based on a normalized continuous bag of words model.
GloVe: [4] The GloVe model is a log-bilinear model based on ratios of word-word co-occurrence frequencies. The training objective is for the dot product of the vectors learned for words to equal the logarithm of their cooccurrence frequency. It regresses over a weighted least squares problem to get the optimal vector representation of words. We used the source code available online at (https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/).
word2vec: [23, 21] This skip-gram model framework uses cooccurrences of words to predict for any word w, what words are likely to be in its context i.e., what words are likely to be used nearby w in some text. The training objective is to maximize
where c is the size of the training context and the window is centered at the word w t and T is the total number of training words. [23] We implemented this using the Gensim [29] framework.
RAW: Each target word w i here is expressed using all other words w j it occurs within some specified context window. For a vocabulary of size n, each word w i is represented by a vector a i = (a i,1 , a i,2 , . . . , a i,n ) ∈ R d where a i,j is the number of times word w i co-occurs with word w j , divided by the total number of times word w i occurs in the text.
For all three embeddings, we used a window size of 10 words (symmetric context with 5 on each side of target word) for the context. The cut-off minimum frequency for words to be used for the embedding was kept at 5.
Data Sets
For our experiments, the default dataset used is the Latest Wikipedia dump of about 4.57 billion tokens and with a vocabulary of 243K tokens (dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/latest/enwiki-latest-pages-articles. xml.bz2). The embedding created of this by GloVe is labeled G(W).
We also compare against Default settings. Unless otherwise stated, the default embedding mechanism is GloVe, and the default dataset is the 4.57 billion tokens of Wikipedia.
In each embedding, we always consider a consistent vocabulary of n = 100,000 words. To decide on this set, we found the n most frequent words used in the default Wikipedia dataset and that were embedded by GloVe. In one case, we compare against smaller datasets and then only work with a small vocabulary of size n = 10,000 found the same way.
For each embedding we represent each word as a vector of dimension d = 300. Note that RAW originally uses an n-dimensional vector. We reduce this to d-dimensions by taking its SVD, as advocated by Levy et al. [18] .
Experiments
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our methods on a variety of scenarios, typically using the Root Mean Square Error:
When aligning GloVe embeddings to other GloVe embeddings, we use AO-Rotation. When aligning embeddings from different sources we use AO+Scaling. We justify these choices in Section 4.4.
Calibrating RMSE
In order to make sense of the meaning of an RMSE score, we calibrate it to the effect of some easier to understand distortions. To start, we make a copy of A (the default G(W) embedding -we use this notation to signify a GloVe embedding G(·) or the default Wikipedia corpus W)) and apply an arbitrary rotation, translation, and scaling of it to obtain a new embedding B. InvokingÂ,B ← AO-Centered+Scaling(A, B), we expect that RMSE(Â,B) = 0; we observe RMSE values on the order of 10 −14 , indeed almost 0 withstanding numerical rounding. Figure 1 : RMSE error after noise and then AO-Rotation alignment. Left: We perturb 10%, 50% or all points with Gaussian noise. Right: We add structured and unstructured noise before embedding.
Gaussian Noise. Next we add Gaussian noise directly to the embedding. That is we define an embedding B so that each
and σ is a standard deviation parameter. Then we measure RMSE(Â,B) fromÂ,B ← AO-Rotation(A, B). Figure 1 (left) shows the effects for various σ values, and also when only added to 10% and 50% of the points. We observe the noise is linear, and achieves an RMSE of 2 to 5 with σ ∈ [0.1, 0.3].
Noise before embedding. Next, we append noisy, unstructured text into the Wikipedia dataset with 1 billion tokens. We specifically do this by generating random sequences of m tokens, drawn uniformly from the n = 10K most frequent words; we use m = {0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2.5} billion. We then extract embeddings for the same vocabulary of n = 100K words as before, from both datasets, and use AO-Rotation to linearly transform the noisy one to the one without noise. As observed in Figure 1 (right), this only changes from about 0.7 to 1.6 RMSE. The embeddings seem rather resilient to this sort of noise, even when we add more tokens than the original data. We perform a similar experiment of adding structured text; we repeat a sequence made of s = {100, 1000, 10,000} tokens of medium frequency so the total added is again m = {10M, 100M, 500M, 1B, 2.5B}. Again in Figure  1 (right), perhaps surprisingly, this only increases the noise slightly, when compared to the unstructured setting. This can be explained since only a small percentage of the vocabulary is by affected this noise, and by comparing to the Gaussian noise, when only added to 10% of the data, it has about a third of the RMSE as when added to all data. Incremental Data. As a model sees more data, it is able to make better predictions and calibrate itself more acutely. This however comes at a higher cost of computation and time. If after a certain point, adding data does not really affect the model too much, it might be a good trade off to use a smaller dataset to make an embedding that is almost equivalent to the one the larger dataset would produce. We evaluate this relationship using the RMSE values when a GloVe embedding from a smaller dataset B is incrementally aligned to larger datasets A using AO-Rotation. We do this by starting off with a dataset of the first 1 million tokens of Wikipedia (1M). We then add data sequentially to it, to create datasets of sizes of 100M, 1B, 2.5B or 4.57B tokens. For each dataset we create GloVe embeddings. Then we align each dataset A, B) where A (the target) is always the larger of the two data set, and B (the source) is rotated and is the smaller of the two. Figure 2 and Table 1 show the result using a vocabulary of n = 100K and n = 10K. The small n is also used since for smaller datasets, many of the top 100K words are not seen. We observe that even this change in data set size, decreasing from 4.57B tokens to 2.5B still results in substantial RMSE. However aligning with fewer but better represented words starts to show better results, which indicates that (in future work) it might be better to try other weightings in the optimization function.
Variance. The changes in the RMSE scores are fairly small in some cases, but still meaningful. To quantify this we also show the variance of these RMSE scores found with AO-Rotation. We align each data set (of size 1M, 100M, and 1B) to both themselves (labeled "Similar sized") and to the full data set of size 4.57B. For each comparison, we create 5 datasets of the same size, embed them with GloVe, and align them to each other and to the 4.57B one, with AO-Rotation. The results, in Table 2 , show that the variance of the RMSE is small and also decreases for both cases as we increase the dataset size.
Dependence on Datasets and Embeddings
Now with a sense of how to calibrate the meaning of RMSE, we can investigate the effect of changing the dataset entirely or changing the embedding mechanism.
Dependence of Datasets. Table 3 (left) shows the RMSE when the 4 GloVe embeddings are aligned with AO-Rotation, either as a target or source. The alignment of G(W) and G(WG) has less error than either to G(CC42) and G(CC840), likely because they have substantial overlap in the source data (both draw from Wikipedia). In all cases, the error is roughly on the scale of adding Gaussian noise with σ ∈ [0.25, 0.35] to the embeddings, or reducing the dataset to 10M to 100M tokens. This is much more alignment error than in other experiments, indicating that the change in the source data set (and likely its size) has a much larger effect than the embedding mechanism.
Dependence on Embedding Mechanism. We now fix the data set (the default 4.57B Wikipedia dataset W), and observe the effect of changing the embedding mechanism: using GloVe, word2vec, and RAW. We now use AO+Scaling instead of AO-Rotation, since the different mechanisms tend to align vectors at drastically different scales. Table 3 (right) shows the RMSE error of the alignments; the columns show the target (A) and the rows show the source dataset (B). This difference in target and source is significant because the scale inherent in these alignments change, and with it, so does the RMSE. Also as shown, the scale parameter s * from GloVe to word2vec in AO+Scaling is approximately 3 (and non-symmetrically about 0.25 in the other direction from word2vec to GloVe). This means for the same alignment, we expect the RMSE to be between 3 to 4 (≈ 1/0.25) times larger as well.
However, with each column, with the same target scale, we can compare alignment RMSE. We observe the differences are not too large, all roughly equivalent to Gaussian noise with σ = 0.25 or using only 1B to 2.5B tokens in the dataset. Interestingly, this is less error that changing the source dataset; consider the GloVe column for a fair comparison. This corroborates that the embeddings find some common structure, capturing the same linear structures, analogies, and similarities. And changing the datasets is a more significant effect.
In Table 4 , we see how each step of AO+Scaling affects the RMSE value when we go between datasets keeping the embedding mechnism constant versus when we change the embedding mechanism keeping the dataset constant. We see that scaling has a great effect when we change embedding mechanisms but not so much when we change datasets. When we change the dataset only, AO-Rotation can achieve close to the optimal value. Translation in both cases of changing the dataset and embedding mechanism produces a positive effect.
Similarity and Analogies after Alignment
The GloVe and word2vec embeddings both perform well under different benchmark similarity and analogy tests. These results will be unaffected by rotations or scaling. Here we evaluate how these tests transfer under alignment. Using the default Wikipedia dataset, we use several variants of AbsoluteOrientation (we ultimately recommend AO+Scaling) to align GloVe and word2vec embeddings. Then given a synonym pair (i, j) we check whether b j ∈ B (after alignment) is in the neighborhood of a i . More specifically, we use for 4 common similarity test sets, which we measure with cosine similarity [17] : Rubenstein-Goodenough (RG, 65 word pairs) [30] , Miller-Charles (MC, 30 word pairs) [24] , WordSimilarity-353 (WSim, 353 word pairs) [10] and SimLex-999 (Simlex, 999 word pairs) [15] . We use the Spearman correlation coefficient (in [−1, 1], larger is better) to aggregate scores on these tests; it compares the ranking of cosine similarity of a i to the paired aligned word b j , to the rankings from a human generated similarity score. Table 5 shows the scores on just the GloVe and word2vec embeddings, and then across these aligned datasets. To understand how the variants of AbsoluteOrientation compare, we compute the scores after each of the various optimal transformation types are applied: rotation, then scaling, then translation, and finally we consider if we normalize all vectors before alignment to maximize cosine similarities. Before transformation ("untransformed") the across-dataset comparison is very poor, close to 0; that is, extrinsically there is very little information carried over. However, alignment with just AO-Rotation achieves scores nearly as good as, and sometimes better than on the original datasets. word2vec scores higher than GloVe, and the across-dataset scores are typically between these two scores. Adding scaling with AO+Scaling has no affect on the scores on the similarity test because they are measured with cosine similarity. However also applying the optimal translation does increase the scores even though it optimizes Euclidean distance and not cosine distance. Perhaps surprisingly, applying rotation along with translation and scaling improves more than just applying rotation and translation. This method applies scaling after the dataset is centered, so this then alters the inner products, and in a useful way.
We perform the same experiments on 2 Google analogy datasets [23] : SEM has 8869 analogies and SYN has 10675 analogies. These are of the form "A:B::C:D" (e.g., "man:woman::king:queen"), and we evaluate across data sets by measuring if vector v D is among the nearest neighbors in data set A of vector v C + (v B − v A ) in data set B. The results are similar to the synonym tests, where AO-Rotation alignment across-datasets performs similar to within either embedding, and scaling and rotation provided small further improvement. In this case, performing rotation and scaling improves upon just rotation. This is because the analogies are accessing something more complicated about the embedding, and so adjusting the scale more aligns the Table 5 : Spearman coefficient scores for synonym and analogy tests between the aligned word2vec to GloVe embeddings, GloVe transformed to word2vec and between GloVe embeddings of Wikipedia and CC42 dataset; r,s and t stand for the functions of optimal rotation, scaling and translation respectively and w() is the weighted version of that function. Table 6 : Generalizing the optimal rotation R learned from the top 10K most frequent words to all 100K words to test for performance on similarity and analogy tests Euclidean distance and hence the vector structure needed to succeed in analogies. The right part of the table then considers first normalizing all vectors a i ∈ A and b i ∈ B so a i = b i = 1 before alignment; recall this explicitly optimizes the average cosine similarity. This "normalized" score, perhaps surprisingly, performs slightly worse. We suspect this is probably because it deemphasizes the alignment of more stably embedded (and hence longer) vectors. However, when we add extra weight to the longer vectors, then the alignment performs even better. Adding translation and scaling, further improves the scores across both similarity and analogy tests.
Test Sets
We reverse the setup and align GloVe onto word2vec and perform the same tests and observe similar results as before, as illustrated in Table 5 .
We also align G(W) to G(CC42), to observe the effect of only changing the dataset. The G(CC42) dataset performs better itself; it uses more data. The small similarity tests (RG,MC) show some extrinsic information is captured without any alignment, but otherwise across-embedding scores have a similar pattern to acrossdataset scores.
Next in Table 6 we further investigate the effect of various weighting (or normalizing) before alignment. In these test we show the effect on AO-Rotation with three types of weighting. As before we simply apply AO-Rotation on all 100K words. But we also find the optimal R on only the most frequent 10K words using AO-Rotation, and then again using AO-Normalized on just these 10K words. The rotation and evaluation is still on all 100K words needed for the tests. Surprisingly AO-Normalized(10K) performs better than AO-Rotation(10K), and comparably to AO-Rotation(100K). This indicates that similarity optimization is useful when the words all have sufficient data to embed them properly.
Comparison to baselines
Next, we do similarity tests to compare against alignment implementations of methods by Sahin et al. [31] (LRA) and Bollegela et al. [4] (Affine Transformations). We reimplemented their algorithms, but did not spend significant time to optimize the parameters; recall our method requires no hyperparameters. We only used the top n = 10K words for these transformations because these other methods were much more time and memory intensive. We only computed similarities among pairs in the top 10K words for fairness (about two-thirds of the word pairs evaluated, so the scores do not match other tables), and did not perform analogy tests since fewer than one-third of analogies fully showed up in the top 10K. Table 7 shows results for aligning the G(W) and G(CC42) embeddings with these approaches. Our AbsoluteOrientation-based approach does significantly better than Bollega et al. [4] 's Affine Transformations and generally better than Sahin et al. [31] 's LRA. Our advantage over LRA increases when aligning all n = 100K words; by comparison LRA ran out of memory since it requires an n × n dense matrix decomposition.
Aligning Embeddings across Languages and Embeddings
Word embeddings have been used to place word vectors from multiple languages in the same space [14, 22] . These either do not perform that well in monolingual semantic tasks as noted in Luong et al. [20] or use learned affine transformations [22] , which distort distances and do not have closed form solutions. Smith et al. [35] use the equivalent of AO-Rotation to translate between word embeddings from different languages that have been extracted using the same method. We extend that here to verify that no matter the embedding mechanism, we can translate using a variant of AbsoluteOrientation. We use the ability to choose the right variant of Absolute Orientation as per Section 4.4 to orient different embeddings onto each FastText is yet another unsupervised learning paradigm for obatining vector representations for words which uses a lot of concepts from word2vec, skipgram models and bag of words. As presented, these two have been derived using different methods and are thus oriented differently in 300 dimensional space. We extract the embeddings for the most frequent 5,000 words from the default Wikipedia dataset (that have translations in Spanish) and their translations in Spanish and align them using AO+Centered+Weighted. We test before and after alignment, for each of these 10,000 words, if their translation is among their nearest 1, 5, and 10 neighbors. Before alignment, the fraction of words with its translation among its closest 1, 5 and 10 nearest neighbors is 0.00, 0.160, and 0.160 respectively, while after alignment it is 0.372, 0.623 and 0.726, respectively. Table 8 lists some examples before and after translation. We perform a cross-validation experiment to see how this alignment applies to new words not explicitly aligned. On learning the rotation matrix above, we apply it to a set of 1000 new 'test' Spanish words (the translations of the next 1000 most frequent English words) and bring it into the same space as that of English words as before. We test these 2000 new words in the embedded and aligned space of 12,000 words (now 6,000 from each language). Before alignment, the fraction of times their translations are among the closest 1, 5 and 10 neighbors are 0.00, 0.00, and 0.00, respectively. After alignment it is 0.311, 0.689, and 0.747, respectively (comparable to results and setup in Mikolov et al. [22] , using jointly learned affine transformations).
We perform a similar experiment between English and French, and see similar results. We first obtain 300 dimensional embeddings for English wikipedia dump using GloVe, and for French words from the FastText embeddings https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText. Then, we extract the embeddings for the most frequent 10,000 words from the default Wikipedia dataset (that have translations in French) and their translations in French and align them using AO+Centered+Weighted. We test before and after alignment, for each of these 10,000 words, if their translation is among their nearest 1, 5, and 10 neighbors. Before alignment, the fraction of words with its translation among its closest 1, 5 and 10 nearest neighbors is 0.00, 0.054, and 0.054 respectively, while after alignment it is 0.478, 0.755 and 0.810, respectively. Table 9 lists some examples before and after translation.
We perform a cross-validation experiment to see how this alignment applies to new words not explicitly aligned. On learning the rotation matrix above, we apply it to a set of 1000 new 'test' French words (the translations of the next 1000 most frequent English words in the default dataset) and bring it into the same space as that of English words as before. We test in this space of 22,000 words now, if their translations are among the closest 1, 5 and 10 nearest neighbors of the 2000 new words (1000 French and their translations in English). Before alignment, the fraction of times their translations are among the closest 1, 5 and 10 
Choosing the Right Variant of AbsoluteOrientation
With all the experiments in this section so far, we observed several pivotal points.
Most of the gain using AbsoluteOrientation is achieved by just finding the optimal rotation R with AO-Rotation. However, consistent improvement can be found by weighting the large points more using AO+Weightedand by applying translation or scaling, and slightly more by applying both.
When different datasets are aligned using the same mechanism (e.g., both with GloVe or both with word2vec), then it is debatable whether scaling and translation is necessary, since scaling does not affect cosine similarity, and translation changes intrinsic inner product properties. However, using a weighting to put more weight on more longer (and implied more robustly embedded) words does not alter any intrinsic properties, and only seems to create better alignments.
On the other hand, when datasets are embedded with different mechanisms (e.g., one with word2vec and one with GloVe) then they are not scaled properly with respect to each other. In this case, it is important to find the optimal scaling to put them in a consistent interpretable scale, and to ensure analogy relations are optimized. So we strongly recommend using scaling in this setting.
Boosting via Ensembles
A direct application of combining different embeddings can be to increase its robustness. In this section we show that we can use ensembles of pre-computed word embeddings found via different mechanisms and on different datasets to boost the performance on the similarity and analogy tests beyond that of any single mechanism or dataset. The boosting strategy we use here is just simple averaging of the corresponding words after the embeddings have been aligned; we leave more nuanced strategies to future work. Table 10 shows the performance of these combined embedding in three experiments. The first set shows the default Wikipedia data set under GloVe (G(W)), under word2vec (W(W)), and combined ([G(W) W(W)]). The second set shows word2vec embedding of GoogleNews (W(GN)), and combined ([G(W) W(GN)]) with G(W). The third set shows GloVe embedding of CommonCrawl (840B) (G(CC840)) and then combined with W(GN) as [G(CC840) W(GN)]. Combining two embeddings consistently boosts the performance on similarity and analogy tests. The best score on each experiment is in bold, and in 5 out of 6 cases, it is from a combined embedding. Moreover, except for this one case, the combined embedding is always performs better on all tests that both of the individual embeddings, and in this one case, G(CC804) W(GN) still outperforms W(GN) on SEM analogies. For instance, remarkably, G(W) W(W) which only uses the default 4.57B token Wikipedia dataset, performs better or nearly as well as W(GN) which uses 100B tokens. Moreover, in some cases the improvement is significant; on the large similarities test Simlex, the [G(CC840) W(GN)] score is 0.443 or 0.446 with weights, whereas the best score without boosting is only 0.408 using G(CC840). 
Discussion
We have provided simple, closed-form method to align word embeddings. It allows for transformations for any subset of translation, rotation, and scaling. These operations all preserve the intrinsic Euclidean structure which has been shown to give rise to linear structures which allows for learning tasks like analogies, synonyms, and classification. All of these operations also preserve the Euclidean distances, so it does not affect the tasks which are measured using this distance; note the scaling also scales this distance, but does not change its order. Our experiments indicate that the rotation is essential for a good alignment, and the scaling is needed to compare embeddings generated by different mechanisms (e.g., GloVe and word2vec) and while helpful, not necessarily when the data set is changed. Also the translation provides minor but consistent improvement. We also show how to explicitly optimize cosine similarity by first normalizing all words -however, this does not perform as well as instead optimizing Euclidean distance. Rather we propose to weight words in the alignment by their norms, and this further improves the alignment because it emphasize the words which have more stable embeddings.
This alignment enables new ways that word embeddings can be compared. This has the potential to shed light on the differences and similarity between them. For instance, as observed in other ways, common linear substructures are present in both GloVe and word2vec, and these structures can be aligned and recovered, further indicating that it is a well-supported feature inherent to the underlying language (and dataset). We also show that changing the embedding mechanism has less of an effect than changing the data set, as long as that data set is meaningful. Unstructured noise added to the input data set appears not to have much effect, but changing from the 4.57B token Wikipedia data set to the 840B token Common Crawl data set has a large effect.
Additionally, we show that by aligning various embeddings, their characteristics as measured by standard analogy and synonym tests can be transferred from one embedding to another. We also demonstrate that cross-language alignment can aid in word translation even when coming from completely different embedding mechanisms, even in a cross-validation setting. This cross embedding-mechanism alignment opens the door for many other types of alignment word embeddings with embeddings generated from graphs, images, or any other data set which has some useful word labels.
Finally, we showed that we can "boost" embeddings without revisiting the (sometimes quite enormous) raw data. This is surprisingly effective in improving scores on similarity and analogy test, results in the best known scores from embeddings on these tests. For instance, on the Simlex analogy test we improve upon the best known scores by almost 10% in the Spearman correlation coefficient.
